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Abstract

Coded aperture snapshot spectral imaging (CASSI) system is an effective manner for hyperspectral snapshot compressive imaging. The core issue of CASSI is to solve the inverse problem for the reconstruction of hyperspectral image (HSI). In recent years, Transformer-based methods achieve promising performance in HSI reconstruction. However, capturing both long-range dependencies and local information while ensuring reasonable computational costs remains a challenging problem. In this paper, we propose a Transformer-based HSI reconstruction method called dual-window multiscale Transformer (DWMT), which is a coarse-to-fine process, reconstructing the global properties of HSI with the long-range dependencies. In our method, we propose a novel U-Net architecture using a dual-branch encoder to refine pixel information and full-scale skip connections to fuse different features, enhancing the extraction of fine-grained features. Meanwhile, we design a novel self-attention mechanism called dual-window multiscale multi-head self-attention (DWM-MSA), which utilizes two different-sized windows to compute self-attention, which can capture the long-range dependencies in a local region at different scales to improve the reconstruction performance. We also propose a novel position embedding method for Transformer, named con-abs position embedding (CAPE), which effectively enhances positional information of the HSIs. Extensive experiments on both the simulated and the real data are conducted to demonstrate the superior performance, stability, and generalization ability of our DWMT. Code of this project is at https://github.com/chenx2000/DWMT.

Introduction

Hyperspectral images (HSI) consist of multiple contiguous spectral bands, providing richer spatial and spectral information compared with RGB images. Since HSI can reveal the spectral properties of object, it has been widely used in computer vision (CV) tasks such as image classification (Guo et al. 2023), change detection (Luo et al. 2023), and medical image processing (Meng et al. 2020). Therefore, it is highly valuable to explore efficient and cost-effective hyperspectral imaging techniques. The traditional hyperspectral image (Schechner and Nayar 2002) typically is captured with hyperspectral imager that is a very expensive equipment. To reduce the imaging costs, the snapshot compressive imaging (SCI) systems are developed to capture HSIs, using a 2D measurement to reconstruct a 3D HSI with a computational spectral imaging algorithm (Yuan, Brady, and Katsaggelos 2021). This significantly improves imaging efficiency and enables capturing dynamic scenes. Among these systems, coded aperture snapshot spectral imaging (CASSI) (Gehm et al. 2007) has shown impressive performance. CASSI modulates the HSI signals of different wavelengths through the coded aperture and disperser, and then combines all the modulated signals to achieve 2D measurement. The core task of CASSI is to address the ill-posed inverse problem, recovering a 3D HSI from the 2D measurement.

The traditional methods (Yuan 2016; Liu et al. 2018;
Zhang et al. 2019) for HSI reconstruction utilize handcrafted priors to regularize the reconstruction process, generally resulting in poor generalization and limited reconstruction quality. Recently, CNN-based methods (Miao et al. 2019; Meng, Ma, and Yuan 2020; Hu et al. 2022) have been extensively employed to construct the 3D HSI from the 2D measurement. However, CNN-based methods still have limitations in capturing long-range dependencies to achieve global properties for HSI reconstruction.

Transformer (Vaswani et al. 2017) has achieved tremendous success in the field of natural language processing (NLP), which has motivated researchers to explore the application of Transformer in computer vision (Dosovitskiy et al. 2021). The vision Transformer (ViT) was first proposed in CV to achieve the long-range dependencies between tokens, overcoming the limitations of CNNs. For HSI reconstruction, Transformers also generate impressive results (Cai et al. 2022a,b). However, the global Transformers (Dosovitskiy et al. 2021) have high computational cost, while the local Transformers (Liu et al. 2021) have limitations in capturing long-range dependencies. Due to HSIs containing a large number of channels, a challenging problem is to simultaneously capture the long-range dependencies and the local information with reasonable computational costs.

To balance the long-range dependencies and the local representation, we propose a dual-window multiscale Transformer (DWMT) for HSI reconstruction. In this method, we introduce a novel attention mechanism, namely dual-window multiscale mult-head self-attention (DWM-MSA). Based on the divide-and-conquer approach, our DWM-MSA is divided into four branches. Two branches perform self-attention within the window to achieve the local information, while the other two branches shuffle the tokens to perform the long-range dependencies. We implement the long-range dependencies in two local regions with different window sizes, which can balance the global reconstruction properties and the computational cost with a local manner. By using diverse window sizes, the varying scales of features and details can be captured. In addition, we introduce a novel position embedding method, con-abs position embedding (CAPE), to enhance the positional information of image. As shown in Figure 2, our method produces the reconstructed images on the real dataset that are clearer compared with the other methods (Hu et al. 2022; Cai et al. 2022a), and our method recovers more fine details in the images. The main contributions of this paper include the following:

- An end-to-end Transformer algorithm, DWMT, is proposed for HSI reconstruction, consisting of two stages, i.e., coarse feature extraction and fine pixel refinement.
- We design a novel attention mechanism, DWM-MSA, which can simultaneously capture local information, long-range dependencies and multi-scale information.
- A novel position embedding method, CAPE, is developed to enhance the accuracy of positional information within the image efficiently.
- We develop a fine pixel refinement branch to enhance the representation of pixels, which improves the reconstruction performance of our method.

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of CASSI.

**Related Work**

**Coded Aperture Snapshot Spectral Imaging**

Coded aperture snapshot spectral imaging (CASSI) system utilizes a coded aperture (physical mask) and one or more dispersive elements to modulate HSI signals at different wavelengths, which can capture a 2D projection of the 3D HSI (Gehm et al. 2007; Wagadarikar et al. 2008). The schematic diagram of CASSI is shown in Figure 2.

Specifically, we denote the 3D HSI as \( S \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times N} \) where \( H \), \( W \), and \( N \) represent the height, width, and number of spectral channels, respectively. In the CASSI system, the first step is to modulate the initial signal \( S \) using the coded aperture \( M \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W} \) (Cai et al. 2022a,b). \( S' \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times N} \) denotes the modulated HSI, then the \( n^{th} \) wavelength of \( S' \) can be represented as:

\[
S'_n = M \odot S_n
\]

where \( n \in [1, ..., N] \) is the \( n^{th} \) spectral channel, and \( \odot \) denotes the element-wise multiplication. The dispersive element contains a linear dispersion \( \alpha \) and a center wavelength \( \lambda_c \) (Gehm et al. 2007). After passing through the dispersive element, \( S' \) undergoes a shear along the \( y \)-axis, resulting in the sheared HSI \( S'' \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times (W + \alpha(N-1)) \times N} \). \( \alpha \) denotes the linear dispersion which can be understood as the shifting step. Then, \( S'' \) can be formulated as:

\[
S''(x', y', n) = S'(x, y + \alpha(\lambda_n - \lambda_c), n)
\]

where \((x', y')\) denotes the coordinates on the detector plane, and \( \lambda_n \) represents the wavelength of \( n^{th} \) spectral channel. Therefore, \( \alpha(\lambda_n - \lambda_c) \) denotes the spatial displacement of the \( n^{th} \) channel. Consequently, the 2D measurement \( Y \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times (W + \alpha(N-1))} \) captured by CASSI can be expressed as:

\[
Y = \sum_{n=1}^{N} S''(:, :, N) + E
\]

where \( E \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times (W + \alpha(N-1))} \) is the measurement noise. In summary, the core issue of HSI reconstruction is to recover the HSI \( S \) with the 2D measurement \( Y \).

**HSI Reconstruction**

HSI reconstruction is a crucial step in hyperspectral SCI. However, the reconstruction problem is ill-posed, necessitating an appropriate prior representation of HSI. Traditional HSI reconstruction methods (Wagadarikar et al. 2008; Yuan 2016; Liu et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2019) rely on predefined
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hand-crafted priors. For example, GAP-TV (Yuan 2016) adopts total variation (TV) regularization as the prior for each spectral band. However, these approaches suffer from poor generalization and limited performance. Recently, deep learning-based methods (Miao et al. 2019; Meng, Ma, and Yuan 2020; Hu et al. 2022; Cai et al. 2022a,b) have shown the capability to directly learn image priors by training on large-scale datasets. For example, TSA-Net (Meng, Ma, and Yuan 2020) introduces a spatial-spectral self-attention, which sequentially processes each dimension in an order-independent manner. However, CNN-based methods have certain limitations in capturing long-range dependencies. While Transformer-based methods (Cai et al. 2022a,b) are effective to learn the long-range dependencies. However, it is very key to balance the long-range dependencies and the local representation for reasonable computational cost.

Transformer

Vision Transformer  Transformer (Vaswani et al. 2017) is a network architecture based on the attention mechanism, completely abandoning recurrence and convolution. It was initially introduced in the field of NLP for machine translation tasks, and achieved outstanding performance. Inspired by the success of Transformer in NLP, researchers developed Vision Transformer (ViT) (Dosovitskiy et al. 2021). ViT has shown promising performance in various CV tasks, such as semantic segmentation (Dai et al. 2021a; Zhu et al. 2021), object detection (Dai et al. 2021b; Gao et al. 2021), and image classification (Bhodanapalli et al. 2021; Lanchantin et al. 2021), etc. However, the high computational demand of the global Transformer cannot be ignored, as its computational complexity is a multiple of the quadratic power of image size.

ViT Variants  To reduce the computational cost of global Transformers, some works (Liu et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2022) have adopted local Transformers. Swin-Transformer (Liu et al. 2021) utilizes non-overlap window and performs self-attention in the window, exhibiting linear computational complexity with respect to the image size. To achieve a larger receptive field while ensuring reasonable computational cost, some works adopt the dilated window (Tu et al. 2022; Wang et al. 2022). Furthermore, some works (Xia et al. 2022; Ren et al. 2022; Zhu et al. 2023) utilize the sparse adaptive patterns to compute the attention. However, for HSI, the multiple channels result in the computational cost of global Transformer impractically, while the local Transformer struggles with capturing the long-range dependencies of HSI. Therefore, we combine the advantages of the global and local Transformers, effectively balancing the long-range dependencies and the computational cost.

Dual-Window Multiscale Transformer

The overall structure of DWMT is illustrated in Figure 3. We develop an end-to-end framework based on Transformer for HSI reconstruction, consisting of two parts, i.e., coarse feature extraction and fine pixel refinement. Inspired by (Cao et al. 2022; Cai et al. 2022a), we design two U-Net (Ronneberger, Fischer, and Brox 2015) architectures separately for the two parts, and full-scale skip connections (Huang et al. 2020) are utilized. Among them, we employ an enhanced U-Net architecture with a dual-branch encoder for fine pixel refinement, which includes the most crucial part in the proposed DWMT network, i.e., dual-window multiscale attention block (DWMAB).

Overall Architecture

Firstly, the 2D measurement $\mathbf{Y} \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times (W + \alpha(N - 1))}$ is shifted back to a 3D image. Thus, the $n^{th}$ wavelength of the shifted signal $\mathbf{B} \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times N}$ can be represented as:

$$\mathbf{B}_n(x, y) = \mathbf{Y}(x, y - \alpha((\lambda_n - \lambda_c))) \quad (4)$$
where \( n \in [1, ..., N] \) is the \( n^{th} \) channel. Then, we copy the coded aperture \( M \) for \( N \) (the number of channels) times and concatenate them with \( B \). The obtained result is subsequently fed into a \( 1 \times 1 \) convolution (Conv) layer for further processing, and its output \( X \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times N} \) is passed to the coarse feature extraction and fine pixel refinement. Next, we add the result of fine pixel refinement \( R \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times N} \) to \( X \), resulting in the reconstructed HSI \( X'' \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times N} \).

If we denote the ground truth HSI as \( X^* \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times N} \), then the overall network loss function can be represented as:

\[
L = \| X'' - X^* \|_2
\]

**Coarse Feature Extraction** The coarse feature extraction part is a U-Net architecture comprising of a four-stage encoder-decoder. In the encoder, we use a \( 3 \times 3 \) depth-wise convolution (DwConv) layer for downsampling. The bottleneck layer utilizes an atrous spatial pyramid pooling (ASPP) module (Chen et al. 2017, 2018). In the decoder, we use a \( 2 \times 2 \) deconvolution (DeConv) layer for upsampling.

**Fine Pixel Refinement** The fine pixel refinement part consists of a three-stage encoder-decoder architecture, where the encoder is a dual-branch structure. In the first branch of the encoder, each stage employs a \( 4 \times 4 \) Conv layer for downsampling. The second branch takes the features from a smaller scale and processes them through DWMABs. These processed features are fused with the results obtained from the first branch of the encoder for feature enhancement. According to (Woo et al. 2018; Zhou et al. 2023), we design a cross attention fusion module (CAF) to effectively integrate the features from the two encoder branches. The schematic diagram of CAF is shown in Figure 4. In the decoder, we use a \( 2 \times 2 \) DeConv layer for upsampling.
Dual-Window Multiscale Attention Block
To combine the advantages of global Transformer and local Transformer, we propose a novel Transformer module called dual-window multiscale attention block (DWMAB). We apply conditional position embedding (CPE) (Chu et al. 2023) to the input $X_{in} \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times N}$ via a $3 \times 3$ DwConv layer:

$$X = \text{CPE}(X_{in}) + X_{in} = \text{DwConv}(X_{in}) + X_{in} \quad (6)$$

Dual-Window Multiscale Multi-Head Self-Attention
Inspired by ShuffleNet (Zhang et al. 2018) and Half-Shuffle Transformer (Cai et al. 2022c), we propose a novel self-attention mechanism called dual-window multiscale multi-head self-attention (DWM-MSA) based on the divide-and-conquer approach, which effectively captures the long-range dependencies in a local region. Additionally, it enables to capture the features and details at different scales with two different-sized windows. The schematic diagram of DWM-MSA is depicted in Figure 5.

Multiscale Window Partition
First, we linearly project $X$ to obtain the query, key, and value:

$$Q = X W^Q, \quad K = X W^K, \quad V = X W^V \quad (7)$$

where $W^Q$, $W^K$, $W^V$ represent the projection weights for the query, key and value, respectively. Then, we divide the query, key, and value into four equal parts along the channel dimension: $Q = [Q_{w1}, Q'_{w1}, Q_{w2}, Q'_{w2}]$, $K = [K_{w1}, K'_{w1}, K_{w2}, K'_{w2}]$ and $V = [V_{w1}, V'_{w1}, V_{w2}, V'_{w2}]$.

Next, we apply W-MSA (Liu et al. 2021) using two different window sizes to $[Q_{w1}, K_{w1}, V_{w1}, Q'_{w1}, K'_{w1}, V'_{w1}]$ and $[Q_{w2}, K_{w2}, V_{w2}, Q'_{w2}, K'_{w2}, V'_{w2}]$, respectively.

Multi-Head Self-Attention Calculation
We will calculate a single window multi-head self-attention (MSA). As depicted in the top first branch of Figure 5, we employ a single window multi-head self-attention (MSA) as depicted in the first branch of Figure 5. We adopt a single type of position embedding method, such as absolute position embedding (APE) (Vaswani et al. 2017), or conditional position embedding (CPE) (Chu et al. 2023). However, in DWMAB, we introduce a novel position embedding method called con-abs position embedding (CAPE) that combines two types of position embedding. Specifically, CAPE embeds the input with the conditional position information at the beginning of the block, and utilizes the absolute position embedding after the multiplication operation between $Q$ and $K$.

Con-Abs Position Embedding
Transformers typically adopt a single type of position embedding method, such as absolute position embedding (APE) (Vaswani et al. 2017), relative position embedding (RPE) (Shaw, Uszkoreit, and Vaswani 2018), or conditional position embedding (CPE) (Chu et al. 2023). However, in DWMAB, we introduce a novel position embedding method called con-abs position embedding (CAPE) that combines two types of position embedding. Specifically, CAPE embeds the input with the conditional position information at the beginning of the block, and utilizes the absolute position embedding after the multiplication operation between $Q$ and $K$.

Dataset Description
Similar to (Meng, Ma, and Yuan 2020; Hu et al. 2022; Cai et al. 2022a,b), we conduct the simulation and real experiments with 28 spectral channels from 450 nm to 650 nm.

Simulation Data
The simulation experiments are conducted on two datasets, i.e., CAVE (Park et al. 2007) and KAIST (Choi et al. 2017). CAVE consists of 32 HSIs with a spatial size of $512 \times 512$, while KAIST comprises 30 HSIs with a spatial size of $2704 \times 3376$. According to the previous works (Meng, Ma, and Yuan 2020; Hu et al. 2022; Cai et al. 2022a,b), we use CAVE as the training set and select ten scenes from KAIST for testing.

Real Data
We use the real HSIs collected by the CASSI system (Meng, Ma, and Yuan 2020) to validate the real application performance of the proposed network.

Implementation Details
When conducting experiments on simulation data and real data, we cropped patches from the 3D HSI with a spatial size of $256 \times 256$ and $660 \times 660$, respectively. Data is modulated by the mask and then sheared to simulate the CASSI...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scene</th>
<th>GAP-TV</th>
<th>DeSCI</th>
<th>TSA-Net</th>
<th>HDNet</th>
<th>MST</th>
<th>CST</th>
<th>DWMT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>26.82, 0.754</td>
<td>27.13, 0.748</td>
<td>32.03, 0.892</td>
<td>35.14, 0.935</td>
<td>35.40, 0.941</td>
<td>35.96, 0.949</td>
<td><strong>36.46, 0.957</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>22.89, 0.610</td>
<td>23.04, 0.620</td>
<td>31.00, 0.858</td>
<td>35.67, 0.940</td>
<td>35.87, 0.944</td>
<td>36.84, 0.957</td>
<td><strong>37.75, 0.963</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>26.31, 0.802</td>
<td>26.62, 0.818</td>
<td>32.25, 0.915</td>
<td>36.03, 0.943</td>
<td>36.51, 0.953</td>
<td>38.16, 0.962</td>
<td><strong>38.47, 0.965</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>30.65, 0.852</td>
<td>34.96, 0.897</td>
<td>39.19, 0.953</td>
<td>42.30, 0.969</td>
<td>42.27, 0.973</td>
<td>44.24, 0.975</td>
<td><strong>44.23, 0.984</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>23.64, 0.703</td>
<td>23.94, 0.706</td>
<td>30.32, 0.878</td>
<td>33.67, 0.926</td>
<td>33.66, 0.925</td>
<td>34.86, 0.944</td>
<td><strong>35.22, 0.949</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>21.85, 0.663</td>
<td>22.38, 0.683</td>
<td>31.44, 0.908</td>
<td>34.46, 0.952</td>
<td>34.80, 0.955</td>
<td>35.72, 0.963</td>
<td><strong>36.17, 0.970</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>23.76, 0.688</td>
<td>24.45, 0.743</td>
<td>30.32, 0.878</td>
<td>33.67, 0.926</td>
<td>33.66, 0.925</td>
<td>34.86, 0.944</td>
<td><strong>35.22, 0.949</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>21.98, 0.655</td>
<td>22.03, 0.673</td>
<td>29.35, 0.888</td>
<td>32.03, 0.915</td>
<td>32.67, 0.948</td>
<td>34.34, 0.961</td>
<td><strong>34.56, 0.968</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>22.63, 0.682</td>
<td>24.56, 0.732</td>
<td>30.01, 0.890</td>
<td>33.67, 0.926</td>
<td>33.66, 0.925</td>
<td>34.86, 0.944</td>
<td><strong>35.22, 0.949</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.10, 0.584</td>
<td>23.59, 0.587</td>
<td>29.59, 0.847</td>
<td>32.38, 0.937</td>
<td>32.50, 0.941</td>
<td>33.09, 0.945</td>
<td><strong>34.00, 0.959</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>24.36, 0.669</td>
<td>25.27, 0.721</td>
<td>31.46, 0.894</td>
<td>34.97, 0.943</td>
<td>35.18, 0.948</td>
<td>36.12, 0.957</td>
<td><strong>36.82, 0.964</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: PSNR (dB) (left in each cell) and SSIM (right in each cell) values for different methods on ten scenes in the KAIST dataset. The bold font is the best performance.
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Figure 6: Reconstructed results with four (out of 28) spectral channels of Scene 5 on the simulation data.

system. The dispersion shifting step $\alpha$ is set to 2. Thus, the simulation and real data have 2D measurement sizes of $256 \times 310$ and $660 \times 714$, respectively. Data augmentation involves random rotation and flipping. In DWM-MSA, we set the sizes of the two windows as $8 \times 8$ and $16 \times 16$, respectively. The DWMT is implemented in PyTorch and trained and tested on a single RTX A6000 GPU. The model employs the Adam (Kingma and Ba 2015) optimizer ($\beta_1 = 0.9$ and $\beta_2 = 0.999$) with 500 epochs and an initial learning rate of $4 \times 10^{-4}$. The learning rate is adjusted by Cosine Annealing scheme. The batch size is set to 5, and the training objective is to minimize the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between the reconstructed image and the corresponding ground truth.

**Simulation HSI Reconstruction**

We compare DWMT with other methods in terms of PSNR, SSIM, Params, and FLOPs, including two hand-crafted prior-based methods (GAP-TV (Yuan 2016) and DeSCI (Liu et al. 2018)), two CNN-based methods (TSA-Net (Meng, Ma, and Yuan 2020), HDNet (Hu et al. 2022)), and two Transformer-based methods (MST (Cai et al. 2022b), CST (Cai et al. 2022a)). The test results on ten simulation scenes in KAIST are shown in Table 1. It can be observed that our DWMT significantly outperforms the comparative methods in terms of reconstruction quality across all ten scenes, demonstrating the effectiveness of our method. Particularly, compared with the recent Transformer-based methods (MST (Cai et al. 2022b), CST (Cai et al. 2022a)), our method achieves an average PSNR improvement of 1.64 dB and 0.70 dB, as well as SSIM improvement of 0.016 and 0.007.

As shown in Figure 6, we present the reconstruction results of our DWMT compared with four other end-to-end methods on four (out of 28) spectral channels of a simulated HSI in Scene 5. The bottom left portion displays the enlarged local details. It can be observed that the previous methods fail to clearly depict the letters on the cup or some letters suffer from distortions, and some reconstructed images even...
Ablation Study

We conduct ablation experiments on the simulated HSI datasets (Park et al. 2007; Choi et al. 2017).

Break-Down Ablation As shown in Table 2, the absence of any module leads to a degradation in the reconstruction performance, highlighting the design rationality of our DWMT. Among them, the enhancement refers to the second branch of the encoder in fine pixel refinement stage and CAFM refers to replacing it with channel-wise concatenation and a 1×1 Conv layer. Particularly, when the DWM-MSA module is removed, the PSNR and SSIM decrease by 4.07 dB and 0.054, respectively, demonstrating the crucial role of our DWM-MSA in the HSI reconstruction.

Self-Attention Mechanism Analysis We replace our DWM-MSA with SAH-MSA (Cai et al. 2022a), another advanced attention mechanism used for HSI reconstruction. The results, as shown in Table 2, indicate that our method achieves a PSNR improvement of 0.36 dB compared with SAH-MSA. Notably, SAH-MSA has been proven to outperform some classical attention mechanisms such as G-MSA (Dosovitskiy et al. 2021) and Swin-MSA (Liu et al. 2021) in HSI reconstruction (Cai et al. 2022a). This also demonstrates the effectiveness of our DWM-MSA. Moreover, in the CST (Cai et al. 2022a) evaluation, the PSNR is 36.12 dB when SAH-MSA is employed in our framework, it increases to 36.46 dB, further validating the effectiveness of our proposed overall framework.

Window Size Analysis We utilize a single-scale window for self-attention calculation to compare with our method (double-scale window). As shown in Table 3, when using both 8×8 and 16×16 windows simultaneously, the reconstruction performance is superior to using only an 8×8 or 16×16 window alone. This highlights that our method can learn more valuable information from the multi-scale features and achieves superior reconstruction performance.

Position Embedding Analysis We compare our proposed CAPE with two other methods, APE (Vaswani et al. 2017) and CPE (Chu et al. 2023). As shown in Table 4, for CAPE (our method), the PSNR is improved by 0.31 dB and 0.51 dB compared with APE and CPE, respectively. This verifies that our CAPE incorporates the advantages of both them, effectively enhancing positional information to improve the reconstruction performance.

Conclusion

In this paper, we address the limitations of existing Transformers for HSI reconstruction in capturing long-range dependencies and local representation with reasonable computational cost. To overcome these issues, we propose an effective Transformer-based algorithm (DWM) for HSI reconstruction. In our DWM, we propose a novel U-Net architecture with a dual-branch encoder to enhance the extraction of fine-grained image features. The most crucial part of DWM is the self-attention calculation, i.e., DWM-MSA, allowing to capture the long-range dependencies in a local region at different scales. Additionally, we introduce a novel position embedding method in Transformer, CAPE, which combines the advantages of absolute position embedding and conditional position embedding, enhancing the positional information of image. Through comprehensive quantitative and qualitative evaluations against the state-of-the-art algorithms, we demonstrate the effectiveness and generalizability of our proposed method. Furthermore, the ablation experiments indicate that each module in our method significantly improves the reconstruction performance.
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